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Introduction

Coupling of a separation technique to an analytical detector is commonly used in analytical chemistry. This is also referred to as a hyphenated technique and can be exemplified by e.g., GC-MS.

Advances within the area of NMR hyphenation have led to implementation of an on-line solid phase extraction (SPE) step between the outlet of the diode array detector (DAD) and the NMR where the metabolites are trapped on SPE cartridges as depicted below.

The advantages of this setup over other hyphenated NMR techniques are numerous as discussed on several occasions [1][2]. One of the major advantages is an increased signal to noise ratio (S/N) due to the possibility of doing multiple trappings. The S/N can be further enhanced by eluting into 1.7 mm NMR tubes and cryogenically cool the NMR probe as done in our lab. The major challenge with an automated system that allows analysis of an entire extract, including even minor metabolites, is the vast amount of data acquired.

Since structure elucidation of novel compounds is yet to be automated, this exercise proves to be a bottleneck which calls for a dereplication-tool to help us concentrate on the unknown compounds. Traditionally the commonly used dereplication tool is the comparably more sensitive although less information-rich mass spectrometer. With the sensitivity increase obtained within NMR we can now use the structural information from the ¹H spectrum for the exclusion process.

Requirements of a ¹H spectra database

The spectra database is build on the AMIX platform by Bruker Biospin and contains NMR data of pure, known compounds. To ensure that available computer capacity is pure, known compounds nothing but noise are replaced by zeros. To obtain these cleaned spectra one can either clean the original spectrum through various manipulations in AMIX or by simulating the spectrum in PERCH and conduct total lineshape fitting.

Database searches can either be conducted by superimposing the entire unknown spectrum on top of the database entries or through submatches where individual signals are compared to the unknown, allowing small chemical shift changes.

Through automation of the HPLC-SPE-NMR system it is possible to acquire high quality spectra of the majority of metabolites in an extract. By comparing the information-rich ¹H NMR data to a database of known compounds, the strength of the dereplication process is greatly enhanced as structure information is taken into account. This ensures that only unknown compounds of interest takes up valuable spectrometer time for time-consuming 2D experiments and subsequent structure elucidation.

Results and perspective

Through this proof-of-concept study we have shown that the AMIX platform is suitable as a dereplication tool utilizing ¹H NMR spectra. The matching ability positively identified both strychnine and caffeic acid amongst a database of 80 compounds. Through further development of the AMIX platform there is great potential for rapid and precise dereplication of complex mixtures analysed by LC-NMR techniques. Furthermore, signal-specific matching is believed to become a valuable tool for classification of compounds into compound classes or for targeted, class-specific analysis.
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